LETTER 29

June 25th 1904

Messrs Veritys Ltd
LONDON.

Dears Sirs,

You will see from the above that we have bought out the rights of the Synchronome Coy, for Australasia and I am working the business for them in Queensland also having an interest in the Coy.

Referring to the letter I wrote you some time ago re Motor Generators which I expected I might have to cable for I regret to say owing to the difficulty and in fact impossibility of arranging for current with the Tramway Coy I lost the sale of two sets, after many months of negotiations. I am hoping to send orders for 2 & 3 HP 220 volt motors at an early date with other goods, but as yet the state of trade here does not encourage outlay. Your catalogue 63a is to hand by last mail in which I noticed your "Automated Time Switch". I am fitting up four 6ft dials in Tower of Town Hall and which are intended to be lit up at night by electricity, and would like you to forward me one or two the second being for railways 2 dial tower. The current would be 500 volts about at 3 Amps and we do not require the clockwork as one of the Synchronome movements would have to be fitted in place of the clockwork to work in the current. Perhaps one had better be sent first for trial through Allison & Co who are acting as our agents for the Synchronome goods (one with clockwork one without?).

I notice your "Sign Control Switch" and new method of wiring which I hope to place before clients, for our mutual benefit.

Yours faithfully,

Alf Geo Jackson